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Abstract
The objective of the present study is to elaborate a proposal of socially responsible practices aimed at the clients of a Mexican business whose commercial activity is the elaboration of products for animal nutrition and which does not at present have a formal CSR approach in their strategy and therefore lacks important competitive advantages for operating in the business market today.

A literary revision in which the evolution of CSR was presented was carried out as part of this research. We also analyzed three main models for managing CSR in organizations and made a description of some empiric studies of CSR aimed at clients. In the development of the methodology a case study was used, resulting in a diagnosis of the situation of the business with respect to CSR along with a plan for improvement which contains the socially responsible practice proposals suggested in order to create a value relationship with this particular interest group.

It is important to point out that we worked together with the members of the marketing department of the business under study, because it is attending to the needs of the clients, making the employees experience very valuable in determining proposed practices. The results of this research were intended to contribute empirical evidence about the application of CSR in the organizational strategies of emerging-market countries, while increasing existing CSR research in Mexican national industries.
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1. Introduction

Recently there has been an increase in society’s demand for businesses to become transparent in the sustainability of their work and ethical conduct in their business practices with those groups who are affected by their activities. Therefore businesses are interested in adhering to strategic approaches in order to attain sustainable development which translates into wealth for the organization and social benefits for the people (Guibert, 2009). One of these aspects is Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) which refers to complying with activities with positive repercussions on society (Vergara & Vicaria, 2012), that is, it involves carrying out social or environmental actions which are beneficial to the community as well as a dialogue and interaction with all of the groups with which the organization has relationships (Cajiga, 2009).

Another reason that organizations adopt said approach is the fact that there is evidence which shows that people prefer to work for those businesses which show high levels of ethics (Daft, 2011). Furthermore, Navarro (2012) points out that a business which does not act responsibly runs the risk of being discredited by consumers, severely affecting the company’s corporate image, reputation and finances. Porter & Kramer (2002, 2006) set forth that the philanthropic activities of a business should improve the work environment in the place where the company carries out its operations and add that organizations should aim at forming a value chain in order to implement CSR actions strategically and operatively.

Ventura & Delgado (2012) point out that the clients are the most important components of the stakeholders of a business since all businesses revolve around the needs of the clients and therefore their satisfaction and degree of confidence is a priority in any organization. This concern is evident in businesses in the (animal or human) nutrition industry, because those companies who do not have mechanisms to inform and protect their clients against any potential harm their products may cause find themselves open to lawsuits and litigations, which can negatively affect their image and their finances.

In Mexico there are 430 plants which produce balanced feed for animals with a value of $10,200,000,000(U.S.
dollars) which places the country (along with Spain, India and Japan) in the fourth place worldwide in the production of balanced animal feed (AMEPA, 2015). That is why studying CSR aimed at clients of businesses with commercial activity in this field is evidently important. A study carried out by López & Salazar (2012) in a Mexican business which produces feed for animals showed a lack of a strategy for creating value with clients, and therefore the directive advised integrating the CSR philosophy in order to improve their relationship with their clients and other groups with which they relate.

However, this business showed interest in only implementing CSR practices aimed at the specific interest group as a first step towards this approach and point out that if the results are positive, they would integrate the strategy of socially responsible practices in benefit of all of their stakeholders. It is important to mention that a Mexican business was selected as the object of study of this research because the social and environmental issues involved in CSR are established in the NAFTA negotiations that Mexico is part of, so it is convenient that directives of this country are aware of these topics, besides that studies like this help to a better understanding of the application of the CSR in the strategies of emerging-country organizations (Muller & Kolk, 2009).

For the purposes of the present paper the concept and evolution of CSR, the definition of stakeholders and some empirical studies of CSR aimed to clients are shown. Moreover, the case study method is applied for the development of the corresponding empirical research, establishing the object of study and the analysis of the data. Finally, the results present a proposed CSR practices plan toward clients, which is recommended to implement in company’s strategy.

2. Revision of Literature

2.1 Evolution of CSR

The evolution of social responsibility has gone from merely being a philosophy aimed at business philanthropy in the middle of the last century (Valor, 2001) (Paladino, 2004) to the creation of today’s shared organization value (Porter & Kramer, 2006). In between, these important events took place: in the 60s the organization is recognized as an institution added to the social system (Ochoa, 2011); during the 80s we have Freeman’s theory of Stakeholders (1984) which established that a business could cover the demands of those groups or individuals who are affected by their economic activities (Balaguer, Fernández, & Muñoz, 2007); in the 90s we find Carroll’s (1991) proposal of his model of social performance which establishes a four-part definition of social responsibility in which said responsibilities are: economic, legal, ethical and discretionary (Alvarado & Schlesinger, 2008).

While it is true that Freeman, Carroll and Porter and Kramer’s works have their detractors, for the purpose of the present investigation their methodologies establish convenient advantages. Due to the fact that the objective of the present study focuses on relations with clients, Freeman’s model helps identify the topics which should be used with said stakeholders and which are the quality and safeness of the products of the organization, customer service and responsible communication (Dopico, Rodríguez, & González, 2012). Furthermore, García de los Salmones, Pérez, Rodríguez del Bosque, & San Martín (2008) point out that Carroll’s model proposes some ideas for creating value for customers, among which are service and customer satisfaction, besides an analysis of the perception of the former in relation to the economic, legal, ethical and discretionary responsibility of the organization. Moreover Porter and Kramer’s model of the value chain determine that CSR practices should be conveniently placed in some of the activities of this chain in order to form an integral part of the strategy of the organization.

2.2 The Concept of CSR and Stakeholders

It may be observed in related literature that the various definitions of CSR coincide in referring to matters of sustainability, transparency and ethics in organizational practices and their consequences in relation to their stakeholders. This is how some of the authors present the importance of CSR in the strategic management of a business (Guerra, 2007; Araque & Montero, 2003; Ojeda, 2006), while others such as Cajiga (2009) indicate that this approach establishes itself as a competitive advantage which allows for linking organizational objectives with the objectives of the stakeholders who are defined as those individuals or groups which are impacted by the actions of the business or which impact it as a result of their decisions (Guédez, 2010) and which present a legitimate, direct or indirect interest in the running of the organization (Reyno, 2007).

With respect to the interest group made up of customers, it is important to point out that in recent years the number of consumers who possess greater degrees of information has increased; there is greater environmental consciousness and a preference for natural materials besides the criterion of manufacturing based on human respect (Ventura & Delgado, 2012). It is important to mention the contribution of Porter & Kramer (2011) who propose that it is indispensable that businesses do not lose sight of the most basic question: is the product good
for the customer? It is convenient to point out that today there are businesses aimed at supplying food with greater nutritional value, energy savings, products which are more environmental friendly, etc. The objective is to motivate the customer to choose the aforementioned products, thus resulting in more benefits for society.

2.3 Empirical Studies of CSR Aimed at the Customers of an Organization

In specialized literature there are empirical studies made in some of the countries where the practice of socially responsible actions by a company aimed at improving the relationship with customers have been successfully developed up to now (see Table 1). The results of the study carried out by Arriaga, Oviedo & Camandona (2013) showed that consumers are rational individuals who make multiple decisions about buying based on the satisfaction of various needs, divided into objective and subjective factors. Thus it is necessary for socially responsible businesses to take care of both kinds of needs, making both types of needs compatible with the products and services they offer on the market based on the fundamentals of CSR.

Table 1. Empirical studies on social responsibility aimed at customers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arriaga, Oviedo &amp; Camandona</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>1) To develop the basis on which the behavior of socially responsible businesses are built; 2) To determine the factors which influence the behavior of the clients who act within the framework of responsible consumption.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvarado</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>1) To evaluate the management of a business with respect to socially responsible practices. 2) To diagnose the levels of satisfaction obtained after applying the programs designed to benefit stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reyno</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>To propose the use of social responsibility in a business as a method for creating value and not only as a contribution to the environment so that it would be better perceived.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habel, Schons, Alavi &amp; Wieseke</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>To analyze the relationship between the CSR commitment of companies and the perception of customers in the establishment of prices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lienbacher, Holweg, Rychly &amp; Schnedlitz</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>To study the awareness and importance of CSR from a consumer perspective in the food retail sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrell</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>To analyze and understand customers' expressed and latent needs and develop solutions that are superior to these needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korschun, Bhattacharya &amp; Swain</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>To determine if CSR improves frontliners' job performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maignan &amp; Ferrell</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>To propose that marketers contribute to the successful management of CSR by expanding their focus beyond consumers to include other stakeholders and grouping various CSR initiatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moruff, Adebayo &amp; Ogunshola</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>To study the overall effect of corporate social responsibility on customers’ loyalty and retention.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration.

The results of the study carried out by Arriaga, Oviedo & Camandona (2013) showed that consumers make multiple decisions about buying based on the satisfaction of various needs, thus it is necessary for socially responsible businesses to take care of both kinds of needs, making both types of needs compatible with the products and services they offer on the market based on the fundamentals of CSR. Moreover Alvarado (2007) carried out a study in which he found that, in the specific case of responsibility towards clients and consumers, a business should have a constant concern for developing trustworthy products and services which reduce to a minimum risks to the health of consumers and providing information on the potential harm the products may cause.

Reyno’s research (2007) reached the conclusion that socially responsible practices provide competitive advantages for the organization and can be managed by way of tools such as social marketing, defined as the process by which a company adopts their decisions on marketing with a triple objective: business interest, customer satisfaction and customers and society’s long-term wellbeing. Also Habel, Schons, Alavi & Wieseke (2016) obtained as results the suggestion that the directives should ensure that customers perceive that the motives of a company to participate in CSR actions are made from an honest perspective, using strategies such
as making explicit statements that the expense of social responsibility is extracted from the high salaries of the administration, the advertising budgets or the profits of the company.

The study of Lienbacher, Holweg, Rychly & Schnedlitz (2013) pointed out that consumers gain knowledge of the CSR activities of food companies through independent communications (leaflets or by word of mouth) and not by reports or web content of these businesses, so it should be considered critically whether the ratio of entry and exit of the cost to communicate CSR and the impact on consumer behavior are at least balanced, otherwise the communication strategy should be rethought. Besides Ferrell (2004) concluded in his research that consumers perceive an overlap between organizational attributes and their individual attributes, in other words, consumers often look for organizational images that are congruent with their own identity, otherwise it may occur that individuals perceive a conflict between their defining attributes and the attributes that define the organization, which will result in negative perceptions of the organization.

Korschun, Bhattacharya & Swain (2016) manifest in their work that CSR activities such as charitable donation, environmental programs and ethical practices can motivate both frontline employees and customers, increasing in the former their productivity and obtaining in the latter their preference for the organization’s products. In the same way Maignan & Ferrell (2004) encourage marketers to focus not only on customers CSR needs but also on other stakeholders, noting further that in order to promulgate its commitment to CSR companies must adopt a solid set of principles and processes that systematically address the demands and assurance of the support of stakeholders. Furthermore Moruff, Adebayo, & Ogunshola (2017) established that it is important to strategically position CSR to command customer loyalty and retention, through adequate dissemination of information on the activities of the company and ensuring that such programs and activities touch the very essence of the life of the average member of the community and society in general.

2.4 CSR in Mexico

In Mexico the main organism which promotes CSR is the Centro Mexicano de Filantropía (Cemefi), a civic organization founded in 1988 and whose mission is stated as the promotion of philanthropic, committed and socially responsible participation of citizens, social organizations and businesses in order to create a more equal, supportive and prosperous society. In Mexico we also have AliaRSE which is the alliance of COPARMEX, CCE, CONCAMIN, USEM Confederation, Cemefi, Caux Round Table Mexico and Impulsa, which with commitment and interest promotes corporate social responsibility (AliaRSE por Mexico, 2014).

Cemefi and AliaRSE annually award the Distintivo ESR (Socially Responsible Business Award) which accredits those businesses which have committed, publically and voluntarily, to manage CSR as part of their strategic business culture. Said standing must be reconfirmed each year in order to keep the culture of CSR of the company valid (Cemefi, 2016). The number of businesses that have received the ESR has increased considerably year after year; in 2001 (the first year the distinction was given) 17 endeavors received the award while in 2016, 1,228 businesses were included (Cemefi, 2016). This shows the continued growth and interest by national organizations to adhere to the principles of CSR in order to reinforce their competitive advantages.

2.5 Sectoralization of CSR in Mexico

According to Caamal, Ávila & Ramírez (2010) the largest number of socially responsible businesses in Mexico belongs to the tertiary and service sectors, followed in second place by the industrial and secondary sectors and in last place we find the primary or agricultural sector. Companies which produce animal feed belong to the secondary sector and consist of 507 economic units in this country, which produce a gross total of $33,852,661,000.00 (Mexican pesos), representing a gross added value of $5,256,302,000.00 (Mexican pesos) which establish its important strategy by virtue of its contribution to the national economy (López, Contreras & Molina, 2011).

A sectorial analysis made by the agency ResponSable (2014) in the Mexican Food and Beverage industry showed clear concerns of businesses in matters of: (1) the quality and phytosanitary protection of foods, (2) transparency in the origin and/or characteristics of foods and beverages, (3) the development of local suppliers, (4) obtaining the certification of the sector (for quality, fair business, organic, denomination of origin, among others), and (5) the use of ingredients and/or substances which are harmful to human health.

2.6 The Tendencies of Customers towards CSR

Research carried out by Caamal, Ávila & Ramírez (2010) show that an ever greater number of consumers identify with socially responsible businesses and, therefore, prefer to acquire their products in these establishments. Thus in countries such as the United States, Argentina and Spain over 80% of the customers consider themselves to be socially responsible consumers. This socially responsible consumer is described by
Perdomo, Dueñas & Villa (2014) as one who in his consumption seeks ways in which to preserve the environment and shows as his main characteristic of consumption the rejection of products which may be harmful to human health, which have non-ecological packaging and which waste energy or of products which use dangerous materials or come from areas where there are species in danger of extinction. An important factor that enables this behavior is the fact that one of the social interactions that influence the actions described is that of the feelings of community within the groups, that is, people can choose to behave in a more sustainable way because makes them feel like members of a community (Moncure & Burbach, 2013).

When an organization shows a lack of commitment towards social responsibility, this causes the deception of the responsible consumer who to a greater or lesser extent takes concrete action against the interests of that organization. Therefore, it is necessary for companies to begin taking into account the profile of their clients and focus their efforts on creating strategies for attending to these (ever growing) demands (Arredondo, Maldonado, & De la Garza, 2011). In order to satisfy the demands of these consumers, businesses must perceive CSR as an opportunity to construct a differentiating element which adds social value for its customers (Marquina & Reficco, 2015), thus increasing the interest of these consumers in their organization who respond with economic compensations as a result of these kinds of initiatives.

3. Method: Case study

The method used in the present research was case study, which Yin (2009) points out is capable of studying cases in depth using multiple sources of evidence, which makes it a useful tool for studying descriptive research, since it offers the possibility of investigating the causal complexity in which there are many relevant factors but few observations.

Using this methodology “the case” which is the object of the study consists of how an integrated system interacts within a specific context with its own characteristics, which are studied by way of information provided by people or documents that have a relationship to the issue (Bernal, 2010). That is to say, it is an investigation of an individual, group, organization or society viewed and analyzed as an entity through extensive descriptions and analysis (Mertens, 2005, cited by Hernández, Fernández, & Baptista, 2014).

For the purpose of this paper, only a case study of a company that does not have formally integrated in its strategy the CSR approach was analyzed. Although experts point out that using a single case study is not convenient, Flyvbjerg (2006) states that it is incorrect to consider that it cannot be generalized on the basis of an individual case or that propositions and theories cannot be developed on the basis of specific case studies. This author explains that it can be generalized in a single case and that this case study is useful for the development of science as a complement or alternative to another method, and adds that the problems presented in the summary of case studies are a consequence of the reality studied rather than by the use of the case study as research method.

3.1 Object of Study

The present study was carried out in a Mexican company in the animal feed industry located in Ciudad Obregón, Sonora, Mexico. The company has 250 employees, making it a large business, leader in its field with nearly 40 years’ experience in producing feed used by the livestock and aquaculture producers in northwestern and central Mexico.

The company was founded in 1977 in order to promote animal health and nutrition. Today it has alliances with foreign organizations which back it up in aspects of investigation and the development of technology for animal nutrition. The concern for the prosperity of its customers is shown in its organizational mission and vision; thus they are open to adapting new approaches which benefit their relationship with this stakeholder.

In spite of this fact, the business is not formally integrated into CSR management due to the use of resources which prevent them from belonging. However, as a result of a study which was carried out by the business and which produced a proposal for integrating CSR as a strategy (López & Salazar, 2012), the management was interested in mainly including socially responsible practices to benefit only the interest group is made up of customers, mentioning that if the results proved positive, it would decide to integrally apply the aforementioned approach.

As a result, to begin with a diagnosis was made in order to determine the present-day situation of the business and identify areas of opportunity for the formal implementation of CSR aimed at their customers. Thus, with the results obtained from the diagnosis, a proposal of socially responsible practices which would generate value in the relation with customers in order to obtain the corresponding competitive advantages was made.
3.2 Procedure
Since the purpose of this study is to produce CSR practices in order to improve relations with customers, we work together with the personnel of marketing department because it attends the needs of the company’s clients. A total of six participants from this department (one manager and five employees) were interviewed twice a week in the installations of the company over a period of three months.

Semi-structured interviews were used to diagnose the existing situation of CSR related to clients. It was first explained to the six participants that the purpose of these interviews was to obtain information about whether they were carried out in the company activities that, according to organizations related to CSR (GRI, ETHOS, Cemefi, ISO 26000, OECD), they can be regarded as socially responsible practices, and can create social value between a business and its customers. This type of interview was used because it makes it possible to have a plan of questions, but it also allows to asking questions of topics that come out in the conversation. These interviews were applied individually allowing the workers, supported by the experience of their functions, to make complementary comments on any topic they considered appropriate to mention, as a support to the collection of information for the development of this research.

The questions were organized in three categories identified in the literature review as CSR oriented to clients. The first dimension is customer satisfaction assessment, the second dimension is customer participation—complaints and suggestions, and the third dimension is advertising. Some of the questions made were: Does the business have a system for evaluating and following up on the degree of customer satisfaction in aspects such as: labeling and publicity, sales and supply services, post-sale services, use of guarantees of the product/service, environmental aspects of the products/services, and social aspects of the product/service? Does the business have a system which attends to and evaluates claims by clients in aspects such as: labeling and publicity, sales and supply services, post-sale services, use of guarantees of the product/service, environmental aspects of the products/services, and social aspects of the product/service? Full content of the interview is in the Appendix A

3.3 Data Analysis
The analysis of the information collected was carried out through the technique of content analysis. Categories were established to group the information and the codified responses of the personnel were placed within them. The same categories identified in the interviews were used to facilitate the analysis process and its corresponding interpretation: satisfaction assessment, customer participation - complaints and suggestions, and advertising.

4. Results
4.1 Results of the Diagnosis
According to the first category (customer satisfaction assessment), the results of interviews showed that business does not evaluate customer satisfaction with respect to the social and environmental aspects of the products, sales services, and labeling and publicity. This represents a disadvantage for the company since the degree of customer satisfaction and confidence is a priority for building a positive business image and reputation (Ventura & Delgado, 2012), which would be reflected in a respective increase in earnings. However, the company does carry out an analysis of customer satisfaction with respect to their opinion of the safe use of the products and post-sales service.

Regarding the second category (customer participation—complaints and suggestions), personnel of marketing department exposed that business lacks a system which would attend to and evaluate customers’ complaints on social and environmental matters as well as safe use, post-sales services, sales services and labeling and publicity of the products which they market. Furthermore, the company does not have a system for collecting and evaluate customers’ suggestions in social and environmental matters as well as safe use, post-sales services, sales services and labeling and publicity of their products. This situation obstructs the process of re-imaging new products that would lead to the creation (together with clients) of shared value which reconcile organizations with society (Porter & Kramer, 2011). If attentions is not paid to customers’ complaints and suggestions, valuable information which could be used for identifying areas for improving the business and reacting efficiently to ever-changing tendencies of business is lost.

Moreover, in regard to consumer education, marketing department does not have a program aimed at educating the clients on the risks and side effects of the products which the organization markets, and the business does not provide customers with information about their products on their labels corresponding to social-environmental aspects nor post-sales’ obligations. This places the business in a vulnerable situation for possible lawsuits which would bring about financial losses due to the payment of compensations as well as the immediate loss of clients’
preference and a diminished corporate reputation represented by a decrease in financial utilities. Ojeda (2006) is very clear in pointing out that entities which do not respect fair play may be sanctioned with discredit in the market which translates into losses of images, clients and utilities.

In relation to the third category (advertising) the interviews point out that business promotes its products using advertising which does not create deceiving images, which does not project offensive messages and which maintains a code of respect towards its competitors. Furthermore, the business has a policy which regulates the ethics of advertising activities that are used to promote the sales of the products the organization produces with respect to social-environmental aspects and post-sales’ obligations. Likewise, clients’ opinions are taken into account only when decisions are made about design or the improvement of new products made by the company; in addition, the business carries out only partial training of its employees on matters of relations with clients and also partially promotes sales practices with ethical criteria.

Nevertheless, the company does not provide customers with information on the labeling about socio-environmental aspects of the product or on post sale obligations. In addition, business does not provide clients with information of CSR activities which the company has or is carrying out, nor does it have any channel by means of which customers may be informed of the functioning and operations of the organization, and does not examine their advertising campaigns in order to determine whether they are in keeping with their organizational values. Consistent with Giuliani, Monteiro, Zambón, Betanho, & Lima (2012) it would be wise for management to make an advertising plan based on social marketing, because this approach is indispensable for obtaining better devolvement in client-business relation.

4.2 Proposed CSR Practices for Improving Relations with Clients

Using the information from the diagnosis and in conjunction with the employees of the marketing department and thanks to valuable information they could provide for the study due to their experience in this area, areas of opportunity for implementing CSR were identified in order to create value with the business’ clients, proposing the following socially responsible activities (see Table 2).

Table 2. Proposed CSR practices focused on the customers of the business which is the object of our study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBVIOUS</th>
<th>ACTIVITY</th>
<th>PERSON RESPONSIBLE</th>
<th>FOLLOW-UP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation and follow-up of customer satisfaction</td>
<td>Prepare a catalogue of clients, classifying them according to length of time as client, volume of sales, degree of faithfulness and degree of satisfaction</td>
<td>Manager of marketing department</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carrying out surveys in order to find out customers’ expectations and degree of satisfaction</td>
<td>Manager of marketing department</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention and follow-up of customers’ complaints and suggestions</td>
<td>Implement a system to receive customers’ complaints and suggestions 24/7</td>
<td>Manager of marketing department</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Refer to arbitration protocols in order to solve customers’ conflicts and complaints</td>
<td>Manager of marketing department</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Programs on the risks and side effects of the products</td>
<td>Design a media strategy to inform customers of the risks and side effects of products</td>
<td>Manager of marketing department</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of labels with clear, simple, truthful and complete language</td>
<td>Manager of marketing department</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implement a program of personalized consulting for customers in order to prevent risks and side effects of the products</td>
<td>Manager of marketing department</td>
<td>Bi-weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publicity Program based on social marketing</td>
<td>Design a publicity and advertising program based on the principles of ethics, using transparent and verifiable information in compliance with corresponding legal regulations and with the warrantees advertised in the publicity</td>
<td>Manager of marketing department</td>
<td>Bi-annual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration.

If the director makes the decision to implement these activities in their business strategy, it is proposed that they utilize, to such effect, Porter and Kramer’s model of shared value chain. This would prevent the proposed CSR practices from becoming simple, isolated actions which bring on unnecessary expenses for the company. The main reason that justifies the selection of this model lies in the fact that precisely one of the principle activities of the value chain is one that refers to the sales and marketing department, in charge of all of the organizational operations related to customers (see Figure 1).
Integrating the proposed practices into marketing and sales activity would generate social value towards customers and as a result present a win-win relationship between customers and the company that would bring about indispensable competitive advantages for satisfying today’s ever more demanding markets, making it possible for the organization to consolidate its image, reputation and rentability.

5. Conclusions

It is true that incorporating CSR may imply making investments -at times not minor- added to the efforts of learning a new way of thinking and doing things which may cause resistance to change, in the beginning preventing people from seeing the great benefits these changes will produce in the company as well as for stakeholders.

However, while this situation may arise in any kind of business, in the specific case of the company we have analyzed in the present investigation (a Mexican company which produces animal feed and that is not integrated into this approach) it infers an additional inconvenience due to the fact that the nature of their line of business places them in a situation of greater risk of possible negative legal problems since they lack programs which inform their consumers of the risk of consuming their products as well as the lack of publicity which is noted for its ethical character in informing of said risks.

Due to the aforementioned reasons, in this study we analyzed Freeman, Carroll and Porter and Kramer’s models as means for managing CSR actions aimed at improving relationships between the company under study and their customers. While it is true that ideally socially responsible practices would have been proposed for all stakeholders, the organization accepted to participate first in generating proposals aimed only at the aforementioned interest group due to the work, time and costs involved.

On the other hand, the willingness expressed by the company to venture into CSR towards customers is due to the fact that their competitors are mainly foreign companies, some of whom already have experience in managing CSR and have the support of responsible consumers who prefer to enter into business relationships with organizations who show real concern for the effects their products cause animals, and in consequence, the people who consume the meat of these animals. One of the dangers which is always present in these kinds of initiatives is that the best intentions of a business end up being no more than isolated actions, due to the lack mechanisms for formalization, resulting in useless efforts that only bring on financial spending without any profitability for the organization.

In order avoid this kind of situation, in the present project we have explained the convenience of using Porter and Kramer’s chain of value as a means for including the proposed CSR actions in the company’s strategy (specifically in their primary activity related to marketing and sales). In this way organizational activities which take place in that department will be capable of generating social value towards customers characterized by, among other things, an honest concern for their satisfaction and safety.

Due to the important benefits of CSR, it is recommended that the business analyzed in this project also integrate...
socially responsible practices towards other stakeholders. In this way they would be in an unsurpassable position to continue successfully operating in the business world. Besides, in the specialized bibliography there have been few studies made with respect to CSR and business which produce animal feed and therefore the results of this investigation are important for this industrial sector since they may serve as a guide for developing future studies.

It is possible to sum up that CSR is a concept which, despite its appeal to the business world, continues to have drawbacks which show that lack of trust towards the “honest attitude” of organizations in spending part of their resources on the search for improving relationships with all of the groups affected by their work activities. This distrust resides in the fact that some view these business attitudes as a simple business strategy for engaging more and better followers to whom they may sell their products by means of marketing campaigns disguised as sustainable.

However, it is undeniable that a business which integrates CSR into its strategic plans certainly shows concern for contributing to improving their and their stakeholders’ lives. As examples, we may mention the cases of Novo Nordisk (a Danish company which stands out for its support of educational programs and scholarships for low income students), Natura Cosméticos (a Brazilian company committed to protecting the environment and to the reconstruction of the forest system) and Stratoil (a Norwegian business which produces gas and oil and which spends a large part of its investments on improving the communities where it does business (Corporate Knights, 2013).

Specialized literature shows that the XXI century is characterized by the existence of a society which demands greater transparency from organizations in their labor practices. Nevertheless, this should not be seen as an obstacle for good relationships between businesses and society, but rather as a great opportunity for organizations to reconcile with an environment which they have historically polluted and discriminated against. In the words of Senge (2001) “increasingly, society will demand that businesses develop a broader view, in which those businesses that lead the way in these changes will obtain greater credibility within their societies.”

This paper was developed in a business whose commercial activity consists in the elaboration of products for animal nutrition, so that the results obtained cannot be considered definitive for the industry in general. On the other hand, this study is focused towards the stakeholders formed by the clients, so it is possible that to develop it towards other groups of interest with the specifications described in this research will cause a variation in the obtained results.
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### Appendix A

#### Content of the Interview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer satisfaction assessment</td>
<td>1. Does the business have a system for evaluating and following up on the degree of customer satisfaction in aspects such as: labeling and publicity, sales and supply services, post-sale services, use of guarantees of the product/service, environmental aspects of the products/services, and social aspects of the product/service?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Does the business have a system which attends to and evaluates claims by clients in aspects such as: labeling and publicity, sales and supply services, post-sale services, use of guarantees of the product/service, environmental aspects of the products/services, and social aspects of the product/service?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Does the business have a system for collecting and evaluating customers’ suggestions in aspects such as: labeling and publicity, sales and supply services, post-sale services, use of guarantees of the product/service, environmental aspects of the products/services, and social aspects of the product/service?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Does the company have educational programs for their consumers on the risks and side effects of their products or services?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer participation-complaints and suggestions</td>
<td>5. Does the company advertise its products and/or services using publicity which does not create deceptive images, which does not contain offensive messages and which maintains a code of respect for its competitors?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Does the company inform the customer on its labels of the social-environmental aspects or post-sales obligations of its products?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Does the company have an ethical policy in matters of publicity?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. Does the company inform its customers of CSR activities it has or is carrying out?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. Has the company established a channel by which clients or customers may obtain information on the workings of the business and on the results of their operation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. Is the opinion of the clients taken into account through studies in order to design and improve new products/services?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. Does the company regularly train its collaborators in matters related to “Customer Services”?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12. Does the business promote sales practices with ethical criteria?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13. Are publicity campaigns examined prior to use in order to verify that they are in keeping with the values of the business?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>